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1. UNIVERSITY REPORM AT OXFORD.
(Front the London Time8.)

It is of great importance that the scope and dimensions of

the University Reform just accomplislhed at Oxford, should 'b

thoroughly understood. Its practical effect, as we have already

observed, may be stated in half a dozen impressive words. Any

lad whose parents can afford, say £40 a year, may, in future,

" go to Oxford," and, what is more, may be insured to a great

extent against the temptations to extravagence hitherto prevail-

ing. On these terms, the benefits of a University education and

the advantages of a University degree, will be ienceforth ob-

tainable. At the same time, it should b added, in any explan-

ation of the subject, that already and before these changes the

necessary expenses of University education were certainly not

above £80 a year, so that, in fact, the chief imnprovement consists

in removing the incentives to superfluous expenditure, which

have hitherto stood in the way of academical economy. It was

pretty well known that any student might get his degree at

either Oxford or Cambridge for £200 or thereabouts, but then

it was also known that, as a matter of fact, very few did so.

The contagion of expensive society proved too strong for the

young economist, and the possible £200 swelled practically
into £500 or £600.

We may say, therefore, that in future an Oxford degree is

not only nominally but actually to be procured for an outlay

lot exceeding £40 a year for three years together ; but then

follows the important question-what is to be done with the

degree when obtained i An Oxford education, though it may
only cost half as much money as before, will still cost just as
imuch time, and the "unattached," just like the College graduate,
will have to begin working life at twenty-two. What are the

limitations in the way of profession or calling which this age im-

poses ? What percentage of the youth of this country can

prudently accept these limitations ? In other words, how many

lads will find their account in taking an Oxford degree even at

half price I These are the inquiries by which the results of

this new "opening" must be practically governed, and we have

already stated, though in no captious or unfriendly spirit, our

doubts about the prospect. It is highly propable that a certain

numuber of young men who shrink from the temptations of Col-

lege life will embrace the opportunity of University life afforded

by the new system, and these, as an experienced correspondent

argued, may come from a new class or stratum of society; but

still they must, tpon the whole, come with the same views as
are entertained by the classes already frequenting the Univer-
sity. They will expect to become clergymen, schoolmasters,

tutors, perhaps here and there lawyers, or physicians. But

what is the "opening" offered by these professions, and how

many fresh mouths are likely to find pasture on such fields I
We have no doubt that a few young curates may begin their
duties as graduates instead of Literates, and a few ushers, per-
haps, may now write thenselves Bachelors of Arts who would
have dispensed with that title before. The father of a large
family, again, may send two sons into the Church instead of
one, and all privileges of University education will be cheapened
together; but will this economy affect a class large enough to
leaven the actual constituencies of the Universities in any ap-
preciable degree ? We cannot but doubt it.

The point on which the whole case turns, appears to us to be
this :-That the new "opening" can only concern lads of imper-

fect education and indifferent promise. If the extension now
given to the Oxford system did really for the first time offer
poor lads a chance of bettering their condition, and rising in the

world, through the honours and enoluments of the University,
we should be ready to admit that the results might be incalcu-
lable. This, however, as we have explained in previous obser-

vations, is not the case. This kind of "opening" has been

effected by the Universities long ago, and on terms infinitely


